
Too Enough

Name: Date: __/__/20__

They are impudent _________ to meddle in everything, and think they can
cheat us with their sly tricks.
1. enough

It was _________ chilly to remain there any longer.2. too

The bloodthirsty insects are quick _________ to drain every wound that
they pierce.
3. enough

She was _________ happy to be offended at anything.4. too

The nobleman's eyes were not keen _________ to read the inscription on
the placard.
5. enough

The tranquillity of his own room was _________ seductive.6. too

I'm handsome _________ for anythink.7. enough

He lived long _________ to drink barrels of cider made from the apples
that grew on those trees.
8. enough

The Old World was not wide _________ for this strange activity.9. enough

I am _________ old to begin at the beginning once more.10. too

Solon Talbot paused long _________ to pull himself together.11. enough

Her heart was beating fast _________ now, though there seemed to be a
cold, clammy snake curling round it.
12. enough

Marguerite's heart was _________ full to reply.13. too

No star and no play was _________ good for it.14. too

The calf came along easily _________, for Teddy had petted it and fed it
several times.
15. enough

He's shrewd _________, in his bourgeois way.16. enough
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I was now old _________ to be aware of the value of birth, and I was also
just entering the age of romance, and many were the strange and absurd
reveries in which I indulged.

17. enough

The preparations had been pleasant _________, and the prospect of
sharing the same bench with the sons of noblemen and aristocratic citizens,
flattered his unity; but when he saw his father depart, his heart melted and his
eyes grew wet.

18. enough

His book is certainly bulky _________ to have contained all he could say
on this subject, and it would have been the best manner in which people
could have judged of their separate merits.

19. enough

He was sanguine _________ to purchase one fifth of this concern, which
also proved a failure.
20. enough
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